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The Development of Prose Comprehension Skills

In view of the tremendous role that ading plays in most of our lives,

we know amazingly little about the processes involved in reading comprehen-

n. Though this paucity of knowledge may seem surprising, it becomes more

understandable when we consider how complex comprehension really is. Com-

prehension of prose, whether written or oral, involves considerably more

than understAding the Meanings of individual words and sentences; it also

requires that one understand how the ideas expressed in one sentence are

related to ideas expressed in other sentences, An even more critical com-

ponent of comprehension is the knowledge that one brings to the reading,

situation; in fact the same passage may be understood in different ways

-depending on a reader's background. Thus, comprehension involves a complex

interplay between the reader and the material.

It is only within the past decade that comprehension' has gained wide-

spread attention as a domain of study. Most of the research has focused on

adult subjects in order to i nvestigate the comprehension process in mature
_

readers. (See Goetz, in press, and Reder, in press, for reviews of this

literature.) Several of the adult findings have stl ulated experiments on

the development of comprehension, and these developmental experiments will

be reviewed in this chapter. The main thrust of the research thus far has

been to document the comprehension skills possessed. by children of various

Ages and the Changes. these skills undergo with age.. This information is

clearly important to a developmental psychologist, -but its value to ar reading
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educator is more nebu taus. The sea _II demonstrates when on might expect

certain skills to develop, but it does not previdemuch insight into, how

they develop. Though the latter is certainly a critical question to all

those inter in comprehension, the search efforts are not yet si

f i c i'e.ntl y mature to gr vide the answer
. Thus, many of the studies may

n
seem of tangem_ ial relevance to readinT comprehension instruction. Never-

theleSS0 we feel that because fh research has be: g on the development

of cemprehension, it Fs, i nr faet;, of practical value. We will discuss

these pNr cticai or in, the .concl ud it g section of he chapter.

In searching for a framework within which to organize cur revie
, we

observed that most studies addressed specific skills that contribute to

comprehens n instead of treating comprehension as a global 'process The

four most commonly explorod skills were identifying main ideas, understand-

ing logical structure, making inferencesi, and using higher order knowledge

structuresost studie vet focused on knowledge about the structure of

storie concern with these. four ,As also apparent Ln comprehen-

skin instruction. Typical workbook exercises for beginning readers include
-

finding main ideas, unscrambling sentences in a passage so that it makes

sense, making infe nces about story characters, and making up or completing

stories. Research relevant to each of these skills will be discussed in turn,

but the classification is primarily an expository convenience because the

skills are highly interdependent, Moreover, we are not suggesting` that these

are the only skills involved. in comprehension nor.that.they should be

or taught in isolation.

udied
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Some Preliminary Comments on Mea- ing Comprehension

One of the'nOre difficult problems associat- with comprehension relc

search iS the choice of an aPP op,r1ate method for assessment. Just a.s no

one is quite satisfied with existin reading c rnprehens'ion tests in' the

schoolS, so ne one_is Oite-Satisfi ed with current experimental method-

ology for testing comprehensibn. This problem has been discussed at

,length elsewhere e Carroll 1972; Farr, 1969; Greene), 1977), but

few comments are in order -to acquaint the reader with the techniques that

have been used in the research we will be discussing. There are countless

vari ti005 On the d_finit on of comprehension, and needless to say, the way

is defined influenCes the way

ent definitions share enough common features that comparisons among experi

easured. Nevertheless, the differ

ments'are meaningful.

all_of_the_measure .of_oonprehension that-experimen ters =have__

adopted impose some sort of memory demand on the subjects.. Rather thatch;

testing for comprehension in the presenc of the reading material, as do

any, standardi-zed-Aests-v- xpe menters-typieally-pr_ ent-the-materiel-,

remove i t, and then test emory. The most common memory' tests are

free recall, probed recall, and recogmit Free recall tests require

the subject to produce everything that can be reMe bered about the material.

Such tests are similar to essay questions students receive on exams, Probed

recall tests require the subject to provide speci f'icspecific informat ion about the

material, and are often in the form of "wh" quest brIs. These tests are

analogous to short - answer exam ques ons. Recognition tests require the
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subject to-di scriminate statements that are identical to or consistent with

the studied passage from related alternatives. Such "object

-correspond to the multiple choice or true / false items often found on stan-

dardized te

The rationale for using memory tests as an index of comprehension isis

poorly understood material will not be well-remembered. (Unless it s

rotely memorized; i.e., many Children can recite the Pledge of Allegience

but do not comprehend it) This rationale received empirical support. in

studies by Bransford and Johnson (1972)-and Thorndyke (1977) where _a close

relationship was found' between}oun between th a. unt of information recalled from a

passage,itnd ratings of its comprehensibility. However, one should be

cautious in concluding that:something hai not been understood because

was not remembered. A reader may have good comprehension` during reading,

but may not be able to remember the material later. Moreover, memory tests

of comprehension are plagued with the possibil-ity f a production ar.response

bias. That the indexof comprehension is based only on the subjects'

overt responses; it is possible that something will be comprehended at the

tine f-r edisng-- - remembered - ,-the=ti e-oftes-ving- but-excludedin-the-- --

subject's response. Suppose, for example, that you read a story aboutthrec

little boys named Steve, Mike and Alan. 'You are told that Ste4 is the

oldest, Alan is the youngest,,and Mike is wearing a blue shirt. On a recall

test you might well state that Steve is the oldest and Alan the youngest.

But you might leave out the inference that Mike's age is somewhere between

that of Steve's and Alan's. You might have left this out, because you thought
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it obvious, or perhaps because you thought your answer should include only

explicitly stated information. Similarly, you might leave out the fact that

Mike was ng a blue shirt because, although you remembered it, the fact

searied trivial and not worth mentioning. As this example demonstrates,

recall tests' often provide a Faulty index of comprehension, since subjects

are free to decide how. much and what information to include. This problem

is better cont iled in probed recall and recognition tests, but gni-
.

int oduce another bias problem associated. with response criteria

Dawes, & Tversky, 1970).(Coca

gOC way to circumvent the potential discrepancy between what the tester

wants. and what the reader recalls is to demand verbatim recall (i . asking

the subject to recall the exact words of the passage). Most people agree

that this is too stringent requirement and so subjects are usually

allowed to recall in their own words. However, experimenters often estab-

lish highly subjective criteria in scoring For "gist" recall. In view of

this problem, several researchers have developed models for representing

the semantic content of a passage 9., Crothers; 1972; Frederick n 1972;

.

Kintsch, 197 Meyer, 1975). Since the models represent concepts rather

than individual words, paraphrpses and synonym substitutipis are permissible

in recall. The models have- not been widely adopted by experimenters,how-

ever, because of their compleXity. A second type of model that can assist

. in scoring decisions i s the "story grammar" (Mandler E Johnso 1977;

Rumelhart, 1975, Stein & Glenn, 1978, Tho ,yke 1977), which will, be
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discussed in tl,e final section of the chapter. This model, however, is

applicable limited class if prose materials: the story.

nt we wish to communic is that there is no way

get oniplete, unbiased picture of what, has been comprehended. However,

by using a variety of test procedures, we can hope to obtain a reasonably

accur e idea of what the reader has taken away from his or her inter,

c i n with a text.

When studying the development_ of comprehension, additional actors

must be taken into consideration. Fo

differences in comprehension skills among kindergarten, second, and fourth

graders, it ra

ple, if we want to compare

little 'sense to ask them to read a passage because the

older children can read better than the Younger. Thus, in order to avoid

confounding differences in deeding ability with differences in compre-

hen ion, passages are often presented orally rather than in. written form.

Another ay to avoid this problem is to present narratives in picture for-

ether then verbal; this approach has the added .advantage of sustain-

ing the child's interest level. While there is reason to believe that

medium or presentation may affect comprehension challert, Kleiman,

Rubin, 1977), this will not be a focus of our revie

A second problem specific to developmental research is that older

children generally remember more information than younger. However, this

does.not necessarily mean that t ey comprehended the material better. A

number of additional factors contribute to this improved performance on

memory sks, such as :improved mmn erncnic or study strategies, and more
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th testing procedures and task demands. Thus, we should

expect to find difference In the amount of information that'is'recalled

by children of variou5 09Cst such an outcome is of little theoretical

inte

lations

age. For amplel' it

practicel;v&oe. Who of interest is whether or not manipu-

a'Particular variable differential effects as function of

t very informative to find that older'children

recalled mire from a passage than younger; it is informative to know that

the difference was ater when the passage was presented in a disorganizecL

format than in an organized format. Such an Outcome would indicate develop-

mental differences in the ability to deal with disruptions in logical

sequences

in Ideas

Reading _mp- abound with questions requiring identifi-

ncy with which\such "main idea" exercisescation of main ideas,

are given to beginniow readers is evidence that this skill is regarded

an important component of reading comprehenSion. Experimental invest

tions of children's Understanding of main ideas have used three genera

approaChes, ,One approach 5 mply tests recall of a passage and exa

the relative incidence of,moin ideas in the recall'protocols

nes,

9., Binet &

Henri, 1898; Christie her, 1975; Korman 1945, cited in Yendovitskayz,

1971). A second approach is to present children with a passage and ask them

to classify the inform

1977). The third approach is to ask children to descring the 'rnain idea of

Importance level Wown & Smiley,

a passage in their own wer fanner, 19761 Mal'tseva, cited in
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Koenke, 1969).

An early study using the recall approach was carried. out by Binet arid

Henri (1894; excerpted translation in Thieman & Elrewe 197$). Children

ranging in age from 9-12 listened to short prose pasSa.ge5 of Varying

lengths and then recalled them. Binet and Henri reported that important

ideas were remembered better than less important ideas by children

all ages.

1971),

recalled

were more

In another early study, (Kormaft, 1945;. cited in Yendovit kay-Z,

dren of 4, 5, and fi Years listened\to fairy tales and then ,

Again, ideas which were related to the theme of the story

frequently recalled than those ich were less related,

A problem common to both studies was that the criteria For deciding

the relative importance of ideas were net well specified. The authors pre-

sumably used their intuitions to identify the important- elements, and

not clear how much agreement there would be if different opinions

obtained. A more recent study by Christie and Sehwhiather (1975)

to take this problem.into account. The authors constructed a 420,w d

.passage that could be divided into 30 "idea 1 College students were

asked to set ct the 15 ideas which were most rele

the 15 which were least relevant. The

the theme, and

age was presented On tape to

.kindergarten, second, and fifth graders who Were later asked tc recall it

Again, recall was better for ideas judged theme relevant than theme-

irrelevant.
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-Although these results suggest that even kindergarteners are able to

differentiate the main ideas From the details of a fairly complex story,

this conclu sion is suspect. Inspection of the story reveals that'the

irrelevant_ideasideas were not simply details; they were deliberately'introduced

into the story and were noticeably irrelevant (Brown & Smiley, 1977). Thus,

even though the kinderOrteners differentiated these two classes of infor-

mation, there is no guarantee'that they would be able to do so with

"bnrigyed" 'stories.

Acknowledging the subjectivity of the previous assessments of importance,

and Smiley (1977) adopted a more systematic method for determining

structural importance, developed by Johnson (1970). This method first re--

quire that a passage be divided into units that correspond to points at

which a speaker would pause, NeXt, raters are'told that the units differ

in terms of their importance to the passage -d that some of the units can

be eliminated without damaging the essence or "semantic hes veness" of

the text. Units are then classified into four levels rof structural impor-

tance by first eliminating one quarter of the units judged to be least

important to the theme, then the quarter judged next least important, on

up to the most important. Although this method lacks a strong theoretical

rationale for either the initial parsing of the units or the subsequent

y to operationalize importance. Fur-ratings, it is a relatively simple

thermore, it yields a ong predictor of recall.; Johnson found that -the

-higher a particular unit was rated in importance, the mare likely its

, recall by college students

11,
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Brown and Smiley (1977) used Johnson's method to determ ne whether

children's recall patterns were also sensitive the four levels of

structural importance. The materials consisted of fou'r non-Western fairy

tales Of about fifth grade reading level, chosen for their unfamiliarity

to most American children. The fairy tales, parsed and rated by college

students, were presented on tape to children in third, fifth and seventh

grades and were then-recalled. The' st?licturM importance ratings

strong predictor of recall: important ideas were more likely to be recalled

than les important ideas and all four levels of importance were different

from each other in ter s of amount recalled. pite differences in total

recall, this same pattern was obtained for children of all three ages, as

well as college students. Of most interest was the finding that children

as young as eight years were sensitive to fairly subtle grad-ti n in

importance. However, six year Ids'were-hot able to differentiate the

four levels of importance (Smiley, Oakley; Worthen, Campione, and Brown,

1977)-,--although the most important ideas were best recalled, there were

no differences in recall

The studies disc ssed

the-three lower, levels,

thus far suggest that young children recal 1 more
0

of the important information in a passage than the unimportan.. However,

they provide no indication that young chiJdren can actually identify the

main ideas of a text It is possible that dif
1 recall 'occurs for

reasons other than increased attentiorff-ta-impo

or listening.' example, Brown and Smiley (1977

ideas are usually actions, wher

Jdoas durinT,reading
---------__

---
note that impOrtant

ideas of ,esser importance tend\to be
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better memory for

events
. and- actions, rather than from identification of the important ele-

!Tents.-- It has been shown, in fact, that actions are generally better

ecal led thqn static descripi-ons Bartlett,- -1M; Gomulicki,

In an effort to determine if children are corisciously aware of the

differences in ative impo tance of information contained within a pas-
\

sage, Brown and Smiley (1977) asked students in third, fifth, and seventh

grades and college to perform the structural important e rating task. The

classifications were, then compared to the original, ratings done- by col lege

students. Third graders were unsuccessful at differentiating levels; their

ratings were idiosyncratic,- with most units receiving the full range of

scores. The fifth graders= succeeded in separating the highest level from

the other three, uhich.Were hof_differentiated.. Seventh graders had some.!.-
,i-

.

what better discrirhi nation: Levels 1 and ;2 were differentiated, as were

levels 3-and 4, but levelS 2 and, 3 were. not. Only the. college students

di ffe rent iate&al all four- levels.

Al though these resultssuggest-that third graders are - unable to id en

even the most important elements- in a pa$sage it shoUld be noted that this

rating task is. rather. difficult. A number of factors may have contributed

poor performance among them the complexity.of the material; the

stories were approxirately two years beyond third grade reading level-

.the chi ldren were unable to comprehend parts- of the text, we could hardly

expect them to be able to to rank the units for structural importance.

(This complexity ndcubtedly contributed to the low recall scores obtained

by the third graders furthermore, the units that the children were asked

ry
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to rate were rather small, corresponding, for the most part, to phrases.

It is possible that the children would be more successful at differentiat-

ing levels of importance if they dealt th:larger meaning units, where the

relationship of the part to the whole was more salient.

Bearing in mind -that the children's performance would probably be-better

if the task were simplified, it is interesting to compare the recall results

with the rating data. Brown and Smiley found that children from third grade

up'showed differential recall of the four importance levels, yet not even

seventh-graders were successful at classifying the units into four levels.

One way to account for this discrepancy= -is to assume that young children's

sensitivity to main ideas is below the level of awareness. In other words,

selective attent-ion to important elements may be a relatively automatic

component of the comprehension process, while overt identification of these

elements requires more conscious evaluation of the material. Brown and

Smiley suggest this is a problem of "metecognition"; young children appear

to have limited knowledge about their own CognitiVe processes (Brown,

1975b, Flavell & Wellman, 1977).

lt,should be'obvious that the importance rating task-is not the s

of task teachers'would use if they wanted to find out if their students

Could identify main ideas. Although such task would be useful in

revealing whether 'students could construct a complete outline or effi-

ciently select items for further study, it is too complex to be a good test

comprehension of main ideas. (And, indeed, Brown and Smiley did not

intend.it to be.)
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A few experiments have used more straightforward methods of assessing
_ .....

..... . ,

main idea identification skills, but these studies have a number of

weaknesses In an early study, Mal' eve (cited in Smirnov at al., 1971)

asked children rades 2, 4, and 6 to compose an outline of a narrative

text, highlighting the most important information. The main ideas were

extracted by 46% of the children in second grade, 58? in fourth, and 65

in sixth. With increasing age, then, children were better able to disc

criminate the important from the unimportant. Otto, Barrett, and Koenke

(1969) had children identify the main idea in simple, 4-sentence passages.

Their instructions were to "make upjust,one sentence in your own words

that -says what all the - sentences (in the passage).tell You." Only 29 of

the second grade children were able to. provide an adequate summary state -.
,

ment; most-added a considerable amount of detail. In a similar experiment

by ,011anner'(1976),children from grades. 2, 4, .and 6.--,were asked to identify

"the'one -. thing that the sentences in the paragraph tell'you about." All

childre6.correctly-iden ied two-thirds of-themain ideas, and 79% of

them identified all.. Although older children were more successful, even

second graders performed well on this task.

These' tud ds demonstrate that by the -time children are in second °-

grade, they have some skill in identifying qein ideas.- However, the

childrensi abilities mayactually be underestimated because of tak..va

ables. For example, the children may have been.quite successful at extract-

ing main ideas, but they had difficulty producing sentences that adequately

expressed them. Moreover,. the. children may not have understood the rather
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cryptic instructions they received in the Otto et aI. study. Danner°

mixed his subjects' performance by giving them a number of orienting tasks

but it is not clear that sufficient practice-vas provided in the other

experiments.

The research is also subject criticism raised earlier: There

were no explicit criteria for determining the relative importance of ideas.

The investigators presumably identified the main ideas themselves and scored

the responses for consistency with their subjective standards. Al thOugh

this is undoubtedly the approach taken by many teachers i =n evaluating their

students' answers, it would nonetheless be desirable to have more objective

criteria.

: One addiiional. fact rto be cons'dered in evaluating the main idea

research is that there. may be devel pmental differences in the conception

Of-a. main idea. Thus although the responses did not Conform to an

standard, they may have been consistent with the conception -of a main

idea at a-particularage. ThiS suggestion has received support in a study

by Stein ancLGienn (1578). Children in first and fifth grade were-asked

to recall the three most important things that they remembered from a

story. The ratings were collected successive manner by asking for

the first most important thing

Age dif

the story, the second,. then the third.

_nces were obtained in the types of Information considered most

important. First graders generally focused on the consequences of- -actions,

while- fifth graders focused more on the goals of characters in the story.-
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what is most impirtdht in a story; their ides just differ from older

children's ideas. What remains to be determined is the reason !F' r the

developmental shi in importance judgments. One possibility is that the

meaning of importance undergoes changes. For example, older children. may

regard information as important because tbelps them organize and reme

ber a text, whereas younger children may consider information important

because of its moral value'. This a highly speculative possibility; -it

is clear that a thorough investigation of the conception of importance

is needed.

In summary, it appears ,that Children as-young as five years of age'

are senssensitive to main ideas to t ereXtentAhat.theY,are more likely to

recall main ideas than details.. However, it is not clear that this dif-

ferential recall arises frorw increased attention to the Important elements

of -the. text. This is substantiated by the apparent difficulty young

children have in distinguishing important froth Unimportant information

and their less, than lie ?feet attempts to summarize main ideas,

Understandini Logical Structure

yikadditionto extracting main ideas. from a passage, an important e-
t,

ment-OfTcomprehension is understanding how and why the ideas are inte

connected: Skill at understanding the logical structure of a Aext is

firmly-rooted in prior knowledge of the world. For example, if children

do not understand how wo events in the physical world are logically related,-
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can MSrdly -expect them to percelVe this relationship in a text. It should

be noted that some of the studies to be reviewed in this sect ion are not

explicitly focused on prose cripr.ehensi or, but rather the comprehension of

logical and temporal relations. They are presented here because they -deal

with what WeA,61ieve is an important Prerequisite of prose understanding.

Piaget (1926) responsible for much of the recent interest in ensi-

tivity.to logical structure. ,He reported that in retelling stories, young

children frequently mixed up the order of events and expressed causal con-

necti ns-poorly or not at all He attributed problems to the child's

inability to make use of logical relations ever, the stories Tiaget

used were lengthy and complex, and so perhpsapre difficult to comprehend.

In an effort to clarify Piage Jaims, Brown carried out an exten-.

sive program of research i nve "t i ga,t ing childrer';'s comprehension and memory

(See Brown,'1976a, for a complete revie )

\

for ordered sequence- vents.

In one set of experiments, Brown and Murphy 97) presented k-year -old

children with sets of pictures that depicted either a logical equence of

events or an .arbitrary sequence. The:logfcal- pictures were arranged in

either normal scrambled order.- -After presentation the children Were

asked to reconstruct the ordering "of the pictures in`each_set. Reconstruc7

tion was better onordered logical sequences than-on arbitrary or scrambled

sequences. This indicatesthat the children understood the logiCal 5,troctUfe

of the pictures and were able to use their)priorknowledge about logical

relations to improve memory. Another--=agiaeriment demonstrated that the same
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of-unrelated pictures was better reconstructed when it as a-companied

by a narrative which meaningfully interrelated the pictures. Since the

-pictures themselves were,unrel- _d, the results cannot simply be attributeci_

to correct -onstruct ion of the order an the basis of prior'knowledge alone

In a similar study, Brown (1975a) tested the hypothesis that the recall=

failures reported by Piaget were due to excessive memory demands rather than

comprehension difficulties. Kindergarten-and second graders-were shown sets

)af pictures accompanied by a logically structured or an-arbitrarily sequenced

narrative. In a third condition, children were instructed to.make up their_

own story to help remember the pictures. After viewing the, pictures, the

child-ren were asked 'to recognize, reconstruct or recall the sequences. As

before performance was worse when the narratives were arbitrarily ordered

than when-they tare logically.conneoted. Moreover, -:the sequences whichFwent

with the Self-constructed stories were as we embered the loglcally-
.

structured sequences. Second gr tris performed equally well n all memory

tasks, but for kindergart ne: recognition was bet than-tecobstruction

turn be r--Thus---; the more external cues avail -

able, the-bet tei- erformance.- This study supports a point made'earlier:

di ff i ciul t ies- do not necessarily ly ref-1 failures to comprehend..

r-2
Brown's experiments demonstrate quite convincingly -lhat children as

young as four years of age understand logical relationships expressed either'

verbally, or pictorially. Moreover, the children are capable of capitaliz-

ing on these logical relationships to enhance their memory of the material.
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-Thus-,--vie--have-evidence-thot-beginni.ng- eade

necessary for comprehending logical structure in prose.,1,. It has been shown,

in fact, that five year olds are very acoirate in recalling the order of

events in:Short stories that are logically organized (Mandler & Johnson,

1977; Stein & Glenn.; 1978).

- It appears, however, that young children !s comprehension is impaired
7

when the order that the events are presented-doeS not conform to a logical'

sequence. For example, French and Brown (1976) and Homzie and Grayitt (1976)

found that oreschoolers had poorer comprehension of sentences in which the

order of mention was different from. the order of oc urrenge, (i.e. "Before

Raggedy Ann callsthe-cloctor the dog-bies the baby"). The disruption was

less detrimental when the events were logicilly rather-than_arbitrarily

related, indicating that phe chi ldren perceived- and !benefi tted .from t

logical ucture. That young children have difficulty deal with in-

verted sequences is not" necessarily= an indicat on that they are deficient

in a critical comprehension ,,Adults exhibit poorer memory of`

inverted than forward-order sequences Baker, in: press; Clark- & Clark, 19684.:

Nevertheless,-there.appear to be developmental differences in children's

abili -ty to deal with disruptions in logical structure. This is reflected

primarily in the strategies children use to impose a meaningful organization

on the material. For example, Poulson, Kintsch, Kintsch, and Premack

'press) presented-four-and-six-year old children with sets of 15 to 18

pictures that de-1-cTicted-a-s-tory. A -non-m

pension was used: =Children were asked to describe the pictures one by-onewas _
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having already viewed the complete set), and

their descriptions were compared with adlilts' descriptions. The pictures

were presented jr either correct logical order, or scrambled, in which ca

it was e4tremely.difficult for children to perceive the correct sequence.

Most-of the descriptions children produted Were 'responses -to some

a
feature of the stimulus picture, but they also made responses that could

only be derived throdgh an understanding of the story. Twice as many such

"story propositions" were produced when the story was. intact, which is to

be ,expected since the scrambled pictures did not depict a obvious story.

However, many inappropriate story propositions were added in-the descrip-

tions of the scrambled storieS. indicating that thejchildren,were trying to

impose a logical structure on the picture set. Six - year -olds did thi

A

frequently than four-year-olds; and they used more inappropriate story propo-

sitions when. the story was scrambled than they,used appropriate proposit

when it was. intact. Appi ently, whet) the story was well structured , the

children felt it would be redundant to add story proposition

was,scrambled, additionS were needed. `i, order to make the logical s

buy when

more apparent. Thus, fhes

they deseribee,.

c ure

-year-olds seemed be making up a tOryvas

scrambled pictures- contrast, the younger children

frequently reverted tO a strategy of labeling the pictures.,

Stein (1976) algo'cleMonstrated developmental differences in the strate

qies children use to'deal wtth disruptions id logical structure. Ire addi`-

-rion-, her experiment was a e e sitive test of children's understanding

f that used prose stori

subtle disruptions in logical order rather than picture stories-

with

i th
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three logically Ordered stories, she

vi g specific Statements away from their

grammar kerminology. Further details will be p

Injyle case, th

the other conditions, it was

nd and sixth grades listmed to the

Although

"Categories" in 5tory-

ided later in the chapte

while in

Subjects

statement was simply inverted with its neighbor

eparated by more statement

tories and then recalled them.

th graders recalled more information than second grad_.

the general patterns of recall were similar. Ire generaY, the disto -_ed°

stories were more poorly recalled than the well formed stories, with ,greater

effects -he further the movement from the original position. OF most infer-
,

encoont.

types f r crganizatlanal strategies children used when they

ed e,disruption. If the statement was simmply inverted, subj

tended to switch it back to i.ts logical position. With larger moveme

children often repeated the statement; mentioned in the position

which N ard,-but i.t was also mentioned in the position it should

dren remembered the position of the displaCement, but theyappear. Thus',

'repeated the statement and sometimes added new information to make the

conform be ter structure. The older children were more successful than

the_yeunger in- cili=ng-the- idiscrepances-.-

In Stain

t em pc r Ily

events he'd bee

M976) experiment, the stories were illogical when they were

gani2ed; there way nothing to alert the reader that the

mienti ned'o_ of their proper story sequence.: it is posSible

that if the inversions were.marlced' in the te): there would be fewer
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recall. This was confirmed in an experiment by Stein and
--------- _

types of inversions were used, but markers such as

"This happened becatise were included as signals that, the order of

mention deviated from the Order of occurrence. For fifth graders, marked

sl 1 recalled as when the/information appeared

d some inversions were actually better recalled. For

inve ions were at leas

in correct- order,

first grad

\st ries, but

hension is iiiare dependent upon consistence with a forward-order logical

Sequence than the older chIldrens'., First graders are probably less fam 1-

iar h poral inve s' 5, ylisti device in storie and so are

some inversions were recalled as well as in

This indicates -'that young children's compne-

less able,

SiMilar

o-episode

1 with the

nclusions.were drawn by Handler (1978): Sige constructed four,

and th

,leaving statements from

setting, f'flowed by

'second, foutthand s

either normal or interleaved stories on,tape and recalledthem 24 hours

later. Not surprisingly,

:th gi

d the logical sequence by inter-
!

episcid s. Each story began wifti a common

Any statements from each episode.. Si.lbjects in

des, 45 well s college students, lis>ened to

idard stories were better recalled than inter-

leavto. in recalling interleave

statemen

ie$, subjects frequently repeated the

in their 100c01 po5itiOn was well as in their position of

that observed by Stein (1976). Children of alltiofv, a strategy similar' t

mor likely to recall the leaved stOries in their logial

sequence than adults:: they tended to separate the stories into disc
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episodes', whereas the adults recalled tor' in their order of p

tat on, Handler attributes this 'feorgani zation to a lack of femiliarity

with discrepant structures; in order

Lit conform to a logical sequence.

eniernber a.story, children need to

These studies have shown that children are sensitive to logical stroc-

ture in .stories, since devia ins lead to decrements in recall. Furth rnore,

it is-clear that children begin to develop 5 ategies f duling with the

deviations in-the,time_they_are in first or second grade, as evidenced by

their at!empts to reconstruct 'a logical sequence. Thus, than tudies are

further evidence that skill at understanding how and why ideas are

connected within a story develops very early,; pi:Obably before the child

irate

has begunjo

Up t this point, our discussion has

lbgiocal structure in picture and oral ri rrative_

structure in expository prose is also An important

ildreh's sensitivity

ness,of loglogical

but few studies
rf7

Oncern

deal with this type of text. Danner 1976) however`, has carried t an

initial investigation. He constructed two short 'passpges containing four
6

topics reicted to an overa theme. In the organized versi each Para--

-J:

graph dealt- with one topic, while in the disorganized versTOns, each Para-

graph- contained sentences about. different topics. Childre 0 grades Z,

and 6 listened, to the taped passages and subsequently recalled them,

each subject hearing an organized version of one p4s5age and a disor

version of the se _nd. The amount of text-recalled was pea
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organized than the unorganized versions, and older children recalled'more

th an younger childreir.---in-the-erganized....versions tended'

to grouptvether those aeas that were related to a particy -r topic

sentence; however, developmental differences in grouping strategies were

observed with unorganized texts. Older children reorganized the state-

ments to conform to the logical, topical grouping, whereas younger children

did,not.

After the recall bask, the children were tested for their understand-,

ing of logical organization: They were asked which passage, was more.clifF

ficult and why.; they were asked to state the differences between the organi

ized and disorganized 'passages'; and they were asked to group a random arrange-,

ment of sentences into their topical groupings. On all tasks, older chit-

dren performed better than younger children, suggesting differences in the

awareness of the organization that can be built into text paterial. For

example, all children reported that the disorganized passages were more dif-

fi tilt, but only the .older children coula.show the experimenter how the two

passages differed or could actually staersthat one passage was'"mixed up"

and the other in "the correct order." Furthermore, older children could

more easily group sentences in a passage_ und specific to Pic sentences.

Danner's results show an interesting parallel with Brown'and Smiley's

(197,7) findings. Whereas all children appeared to b,e sen i ive to dis-
i

crepancfes in logical structure as reflected by amount recalled, only the

older children were able to explain why the passages differed in diffi

culty. Again, we see evidence of a metaoegnitive deficit. The results also
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i'nvitp, the speculation that children develop an understanding of logical

_s_trictare expositary_prose-at- a-later -age -than -they do -in:-starres = Th

could result because children are exposed to narratives from the time they

first begin to_understand language, while experience with pository text

is infrequent before third grade.

conclusion comprehension of-logical, serubjure i an early -developing

.

skill. Children's knowledge about logical relationShips:andstructure

greatly influences their memory for prose mate

organized according to an underlying logical

Those passages that are

ucture are better remembered

than arbitrarily sequenced or-disorganfzed pas ages_ The studies revieiNed,.
\/\.)

ilustrated that- there are developmental, differences in the - .skillshowever,

brought to these tasks These differences Seem t

!awareness that logical structure has a facilitative effect on n -memory

re flexible and competent in using active_ strategie

e related to children's

Older children

to increase Memory for disorgani.zedAmaterial._ An important area of fUture-
-

.investigation the process by which thkp flexibility and awareness of

logical structure develops.-

Making In _ences

In d t to understand--the main ideas of a tex and. perceive their

interrelationships, it is often necessary to bring i Information that-

is not explicitly p nted in the text. Many cif the things. readers need

to kmow to. comprehend prose are eXplicitly ed therefore; they-

must be able to draw upon prior= knowledge of the world to ake inferences
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and fill in "gaps" in the flow of ideas. That comprehension involves an

interaction between the incoming information and what a person already.

knoWs has been persuasively argued by Bartlett (1932). By providing

numerdus examples of prose recall protocols, he demonstrated that meaning

is not inherent in a text but must-be constructed by the reader, and so

may differ depending on experience,. attitudes and context.

rtlett's ideas have been ,influential in stimulating research on the

role of inferenceS in prose comprehension. Although most of the studies

4. have used adult. Subjects (see Bransford & McCarrell, 1975 developmental

psychologists have also become interested i.n the problem. Much of this

work has been reviewed thoroughly elsewhere (Paris, 1975; Paris &=LindaUer;

1977, Trabasso & Nicholas, 1977), so our discussion will be relatively

brief.

We would like to note at the outset that the research on children'S

inferencing fkijls leaves much to be desired. 'In many studies, it is not

clear that the children's performance can even be'attributed to the use of

inferences. oreover, the most coMMonly used experimental task is far

removed from no mar reading situations. Nevertheless, the work deserves

mention-, if only to show hoW many questions are -still unanswered.

One of the most frequently tested hypotheses emerging from Bartle

(1932) work is that people construct an integrated semantic representa-

tion asthey read or listen to prose and that as 'a result of this inte-

gration, it is sometimes diffitult to distinguish the actual text con-

's

tent from inferred information. This hypothesis was_tested developmentally

ti
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by Paris and Carter (1973), after it received support in an adult study by

Bransford, Barclay, and Franks (1972). The materials in both experiments

consisted of sets of three related sentences, two premises and one filler.

An example is

The bird is in the cage. (premise)

The cage is under the table. (premise)

The bird is yellow.- (filler)

The two premise sentences allow one to infer the transitive relationship,

"The bird is under the table." Of critical interest is the extent to which

subjects falsely indicate. that this true inference had been a member of the

acquisition set. IQ addition to the. true inference, recognition items

cluded a true premise ("The bird is in the cage"); a fal premise ("The

cage is over the table"); and a false inference ("The bird is on top of

the table"

' In the Paris and Carter study, seven sets of sentences were read Aloud
a

to children in second and fifth grades.' After a 5-minute delay, the

children were given the recognition statements and were asked to decide

if they were exactly the same as those studied. Although second graders,

made more errors=than fifth graders, their response p erns were similar.-

Children in both grades consistently made errors on true inferences; in

fact, they were as likely to identify true inferences as "old" as they

were to label true premises "old." The children were considerably more

labeling both false premises and false inferences as "new."
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These data led Paris and Carter to conclude that children, like adults,

construct the semantic relationships among ideas and integrate them in the

representation stored in memory; this creates difficulty discriminating

inferred from explicit information. Brown (1976b) and Paris and Mahoney

(1974) reported similar results using pictorial materials. In all studies,

the fact that even the youngest children had difficulty recognizing true

inferences as "new" was taken as evidence that the ability to make inter-.,

ences develops relatively early.

However, a number of factors cast doubt on the conclusion that the

children were in fact drawing inferences. For example, Trabasso and
(

Nicholas (1977) suggest that the children may have .had a loose decision

criterion; that is, they said "old" whenever a statement was semantically

consistent, even if it could be discriminated from an actual premise. A

second problem arises from the fact that the false statements on the

recognition task introduced new relational terms while the true stati-m'In s

retained the original terms (Trabasso & Nicholas, 1977; Thieman & drown,

1977). Thus, it is possible that children falsely recognized true infer-

ences as "old" items because the relational term was the same and not

because they had made the appropriate inference. Some support for this

'alternative explanation has been provided by Thieman and Brown (1977).

Finally, young children are notorious for their bias to respond "old" to

items on recognition tests. This bias is particularly a problem when the

data of primary interest are incorrect "ad" responses.

2 L)
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A recent study by Kai], Chi, Ingram, and Danner (1977) provides some=

what better evidence that children can and do make inferences. The earlier

paradigm was modil cd by having children decide if the test sentences were

consistent with, rather than identical to, the stories. This modification

eliminated reliance on false recognition ors as an index of inferencing,

since responses are correct ue inferences are classified as semantically

consistent. Materials were similar to those used by Paris and Carter (1973),

except that some of the -sentence stories allowed contextual, rather than

transitive, inferenceS. For example, "Mary was playing in a game. She-

hit by a bat"jnvites the inference, "Mary was playing baseball."

Children in second and sixth grades read the sentences aloud from slOes,

controlling, presentation times-themselves. After the presentation of

each story, subjects received one'premise and one inference question.

Children at both grade levels showed greater than chance accuracy on

all types of gLiestions, and second graders were comparable'to fourth. Of

most interest was the fact that subjects frequently judged true inferences

to be semantically consistent, while correctly judging false statements
I

inconsistent. Thus, this -tudy strengthens the earlier 'claim that even

the younger children made ',inferences. Furthermore, it shows that they have

the ability to make ."gap-Mli g" inferences; supplying the omitted

information that the game Wa
,

Seball, as well as the "text-connecting"

inferences that establish intersentence relationships, It is much harder

to argue that the contextual inferences were simply an artifact of the

testing procedure.
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n all of the studies discussed thus far, the investigators concluded

that the inferences were made during initial exposure to the story and

stored in memory along with the explicit information. However, it is

possible that Inferences were not made until the time of test, prompted

by the recognition statements. Thus, the data do not indicate that children

made inferences during reading but simply that they can make inferences.

Of course, knowing that children can make inferences at all is realty of

most importance. Bes'cles, children should not be encouraged to make all

possible inferences as they ead, but only those which are necessary. It

is not clear that they must make the transitive inference, "The bird

under the table," in 'order to understand "The bird is in the cage. The

c-ige i s under the table.-."

In view of the limitations of his earlier work, Paris (Paris & Upton,

1976) provided a more sensitive test of children's ability to drew infer-

ences from prose. The materials consisted of passages that were seven or

eight sente ces in length, as opposed to the simple sentence or picture

sets used previously. The passages described behaviors and incidents

familiar to young children (e.g., raiding the cookie jar), Eight yes /no

probe questions were constructed for each passage, half of which required

inferences and half tested memory for verbatim information. The required

inferences were of two basic types: those that could be made from single

lexical items, inferring that scissors were used to cut some paper),

and those that depended on contextual relations within and between sen-

tences inferring that "a child who tried to help a wounded bird liked to

take car- of animals).
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Subjects were'childreft in grades K-5, who listened to each- story as

it was read alouc, and then answered the eight questions. The older chil-
i')

dren made more correct responses than younger children on. both verbatim and

inferential questions, but the difference was greater on inferences.

Further analysis of the data revealed that the developmntal improvement

in making contextual inferences was not simply due tO better memory of the

stories (although the lexical inference improvement was). This result led

Paris and Upton to that.chIldrens'--inference-making skills do

'improve with age, contrary to Paris' earlier conclusion (Paris & Carter,

1973).

A second exp riment by Paris and Upton (1976) examined the relation-

ship of performance on the probelask.to a subsequent test of free recall.

Recall accuracy correlated highly with the ability to draw contextual infer-

ences at each grade level, and this correlation increased with age. The

authors concluded that inferencing enhances recall and that the older the

child., the'"more recall is improved. Although,this,conclusion is intriguing,

it should be regarded as tentative: The correlation does not indicate that

inferencing caused improved recall, but simply that the two were somehow

related.

A few recent studies have p -ovided perhaps the most unambiguous evidence

that young chiPdren.can draw inferences from prose material. These studies

have .all used a questioning technique specifically designed to elicit infer-

ences. Brown, Smiley, Day, Townsend and Lawton (.1977) presented children.

in second, fourth, and sixth grades-with passages that could be interpreted

with respect to a previously-provided framework.',A series of:probe questions

3
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indicated that the children'had accessed information from the orienting

framework to aid in the comprehension of the story. (See Levin, this volume,

for a more thorough discussion of the study.) Stein and Glenn ( 978) and

Omanson, Warren, and Trabasso (1978) also found that young. children could

draw inferences from stories. Although the inferences were not always

those an older child or adult would have made, it was clear that.the chil-

dren accessed their previOus knowledge in dealing with the new material.

In summary, despite weaknesses in many of the experiments we reviewed,

the available evidence is sufficiently compelling to conclude that children

can and d6 make inferences abcut prose material, calling,uppn their general

knowledge of the world to supplement explicit information. Several issues

remain to be clarified, howdver, such as children's awareness of the infer-

ence process, the conditions under which inferences are made, and whether

or not inferences influence memory.

Using higher -order Knowledge,Structures

Throughout this chapter, we have argued that comprehension involves

an interaction between the reader's background knowledge and the text itself.

Prior knowledge plays a crucial role in all of the skills we have discussed:

extracting main ideas, understanding logical structure, and drawing infer-

ences. When using these skills, specific knowledge may ble brought to bear

on particular segments of text; for example, we access our knowledge about

tools that can be used for cutting paper to infer that "scisso as the

implied instrument in the sentence 'She cut the paper. Situations also

ise where more generic knowledge can be used to'enhancecomprehen_ ion.
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For example; people have generalized knowledge about stories, with specific

expect,6 _ns about their structural components. Similarly, people often

have general knowledge about the structure of reading materials specific

to their field, i.e., journal articles. Such organized collections

knowledge are known as "higher order'.' knowledge structures or I I -hemata

Schemata,are thought facilitate comprehension because they can be used

as an organizing framework within which to integrate-inc minginfo nation,

,(See Anderson,-1977, & Rumelhart. & 0-to- y, 1977, for further discussion of

the role of scheMata in comprehension.)

Within the past few years, several investigators have attempted to

describe the higher order structures that are used to encode, represent,

and retrieve information in stories, Attention has focused on the story

because of the regularity in its underlying logical structure. That

despite variations in content, linguists have observed a stable organiza-

tional pattern governing the types of information and logical relations

that exist in most stories Colby & Cole, 1979: Leyi-Stauss, 1955;

Prince, 1973; Kropp, 1958). WhereaS linguists have been concerned primarily

with the structure of the stories per se, psychologists haye been more

interested in the knowledge people have about the structure of stories.

This knowledge' has been described in a.number of different grammars for

stories (Handler & Johnson 1977; Rumelhart 1975; Stein 5 Glenn, 1978;

Thorndyke, 1977). Despite some differenCes in terminology and degree of

elaboration'the major characteristics of, the grammarr are similar. The

Stein and. Glenn (1978) grammar will be summarized hare for illustrative

purposes.
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Table 1 prOvides'an example of a simple story that has been partitioned

into categories, the basic units of analysis in the Stein and Glenn -(l978)

gramMar. The story is consid6red well - formed because it contains all of

the requisite categories, arranged in their correct logical sequence. A.

simple story can. first be broken down into two parts:- a'setting category

plus an episode structure. The setting begins the story with the intro-

duction of a protagonist and normally includes information about the social,

physical or temporal context of the story. The episode is the primary

higher order unit of analysis and consists of five categories of informa-

tion. Tliese categories serve particular functions in the story and occur

in fixed temporal sequence. The ,initiating event category contains an event

or action that changes the story environment. The-major function of this.

change is to evoke the formation of a goal. The goal included in the

internal response category. Internal responses also include affective

states and-cognitions, and they serve to motivate a character's subsequent

overt behavior. Overt act ons that are directed towards goal attainment

are classified as attempts. The result of an- attempt is the consequence,

which marks the attainment or non-attainment of goal. The final category

is the reaction, which can include either a character's response to the

consequence or brooder consequences of the goal attainment.

In reality, few stories have a structure as simple as the one des-

cri,bed; most stories contain many episodes, and these may be connected by

various types of logical relations.- Similarly, stories may also contain

incomplete episodes, where one or more of the basic - ,categories is.
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is assumed that the reader infers the infOrmatio6 con-

tained in tht missing category. However, if too many categories are missing,

and/or the logical connection's are vague, people will not be able to con-

struct an adequate representation of the story. Such stories are not con-

sidered "well formed."

This brief description of a story grammar is admittedly over-simplified

due to space limitations. The main point we want to convey is that there

_.act_ruits_governing the kinds of information that should appear in a story

and the order ;n which this information appears.

A number of recent experiments have tested predictions abou-story corn-

prehension and memory based on the grammars (e.g.-, Glenn 1978; Handler,

1978; Handler & Johnsbn, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975; Stein, 1976; Stein 6

Glenn,. 1977a, b, 1978; Stein & Nezworksi, in press; Thorndyke, 1977).

This work is discussed in detail in Stein (in press ) and the interested

reader is referred to that source.- One of the.majoy conclusions that has

emerged is that knowledge of the structure of stories critical. tour:

understanding of stories. Therefore, it i important to study the develop-

ment of this knowledge and its role in children's comprehension.

A straightforward way t assess children's knowledge of story structure

is to ask them to produce a story. If they do have knowledge about the kinds

of information that belong in stories, then this information should appear

in their constructions. Stein and Glenn (1977a) provided kindergarten,

third, and fifth graders with story settings and asked them to finish the-

stories. The children's stories were classified atcordin their
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structure, which ranged from simple descriptions through complex episodes.

The more sophisticated structures were characterized by their inclusion

purposive behaviors and increasingly well-specified motives and goals.

Only about half of the kindergartners' stories contained purposive behaviors,

while two thirds of the third graders' stories wer*purposive, as were

almost all of - fifth graders'. Thus, there was a clear developmental

progression in the logical complexity of the stories, presumably refleCting

increasing knowledge of the constituents of a well-formed story.

1

Leondar (1977) also found a strong relationshipl between age and the

structural complexity of stories produced by children ranging in age from

3.to 16. Similarly, Sutton-Smith and his colleagUesi(BotVin & Sutton-Smith,

1977; Sutton-Smith, Botvin, Mahoney,1976) reported high correlations

between age and several hypothesized levels of structural complexity in

the stories constructed by children from 3 to 121yea s of age. Although

all of the investigators used different indices of ructural complexity,

they observed strikingly similar developmental'patt4rnS. Perhaps of most

. I

importance is the common observation that children as young as four and

five years of age were capable of constructing well- formed, purposive

stories. This finding conflicts w \th Piaget's (19,26) claim that children

lack the cognitive structures to produce a coherept story before the age

seven or eight, All of these experiments.sugest that children acquire

knowledge about story structure at a very early /age and use it to guide

their story construction.
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The extent to which such knowledge influences comprehension and memory

of stories has also been investigated. The basic paradigm is to present

children with short stories and ask for recall. The primary focus is on

qualitative aspects of recall, rather than quantitative; in other words,

researchers are more concerned with the kinds of information children re-

member from stories than the overall amount. Ste and Glenn (1978) pre-.

seated first and fifth graders with children's stories that had been analyzed

according to their- grammar. The older children recalled more than the

younger, but recall of specific statements was stable over grades. Some

categories were more salient to the children than others, as indicated by

their frequency of recall. Major settings were best recalled, closely

followed by initiating events and consequences. Internal responses were

poorly recalled, except when they contained--goal statements. The.only

consistent developmental difference was that fifth graders recalled more

internal responses than first graders. This parallels the _creasing-

emphasis on motivations reflected in children's story construction and

importance ratings (Stein & Glenn, 1978). [We should point out that this

trend is not specific to stories, but appears in children's understanding

of many types of 'social interactions (Flappan, 1968).]

Stein and Glenn (1978) also examined information that had not been

'contained in the original stories but was introduced in recall. More

intrusions were made by fifth graders than-first, and the intrusions fre-

.quen,ly belonged to the internal responses and attempt categories The

fact that internal responses were poo-ly recalled would lead one to believe
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that children are insensitive to psychologidal states of the dharazters;

however, the high proportion of internal response intrusions indicates

that this is not so. In fact, a second experiment by_Stein and Glenn (1978)

directly probed children's perceptions of causality in the stories -and-

showed that all,children,regarded a character's intentions and motivations

as the primary cause of the consequence. Responses to a series of "why"

questIons revealed that even the first graders -had good comprehension of

the l gical relationships existing among the story categories.

landler and Johnson (1977) also examined qualitative aspects of story

recall using four shor't stories analyzed according to their grammar (Stein'

Glenn's terminology will be used here since it has already been intro -

d). Children in the first and fourth grades, and college adults,

tened to and recalled the stories. Adults recalled more information

than fourth graders, who in tern recalled more than first. . Age differ-.

en es were observed in the amount recalled, from specific categories, but

the patterning of recall was similar. Settings were best recalled by the

first graders, closely followed by initiating events and then consequences.

Recall was progressively worse for attempts, reactions, and Internal

responses. Fourth graders had the same ordering of category recall-

except that attempts were as well recalled as consequences. Adults

recalled attempts, settings, initiating events, and consequences equally

well, but reactions and internal responses, were still significantly worse.

These commonalities. suggest that young children are sensitive to the same
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structural components in stories as adults. The results.are consistent

with those of Stein and Glenn (1978) in showing differential recall of

specific categories. It appears that story-grammar analyses can pre iet

what information will be remembered on the basis of its structural role,

in the story.

A major prediction derived from story grammar analyses. is that stories

which conform to the prototypical structure will be better remembered than

those that do not. Stein and Glenn (1977b) tested this hypothesis by exam-
.,' , -````, p-- f ,

ining the effects of category deletions on children's story recall. They

consrueted four stories that contained all six categories specified by

their grammar and created five variations by deleting one category from the

episode. Children io'** first and fifth grades listened to and recalled either

well-formed stories or their structural variants. Fifth graders recalled

more than first, but in general, the category deletions did .not have the

anticipated disruptive effects°on recall However, for both grades, recall

was disrupted when the initiating event of the story was deleted, and firSt
, .

graders showed decreased recall when the. consequence was deleted.

An analysis of the intrusions in recall proved informative. Fifth

'graders made more inferences ..than'firSt g4ders except when the stories

were well formed or when the 'reaction was deleted. There were more info.--

ences relative to the welleformedAtory when the initiating event, attempt

or consequence was deleted, but no increases with deletions of the internal

response or reaction. It qs interesting to note that it.is when the most

uences) aref equently recalled categories (initiat ng events ow(' eon

0
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deleted that most new information,As added to re'Call. Similarly, the

deletions of these categories produced the largest decrement in accurate

recall. The added information was often of the same category-type as that

which w deleted- that is, if an initiating event was'deleted, children,

would infer one if a consequence was,deleted, a new one would be inferred..

This study provides further evidence that young children do have knowledge j

of story structure _and that they use that knowledge to make deviant- stories''

conform to the norm. Nevertheless-, developmental differences were appa ent

in the skill with which gap-filling: inferences could be made.

A related. prediction Of story grammars is that comprehension and /-

memory will be impaired if ther'presentation order of a story violates the

protypical sequence of categories, Since-a digruption in category sequence

.produces a disruption in,the logical flow of- ideas, it is intuitivelY:clear

that this prediction would "be supported, by empirical testa In fact; we -have

already described the studies which. have been undertaken-as specific -tests

of this hypothesis in the gec in on logical structure (Mandle -1978, Lein,

1976, Stein & Nezw rskr, 1957). To reiterate, these studies demon'strhted

that young chrldren are Sensitive to d sruptionSin.story sequence as,

reflected by decrements in recall and attempts to -reorgani-ze the spry

to conform to a more lOgica
=

In summary, it appears that knoWledge about the.structu

structure.

-develops- during the-preschool year

Of stories

giost children's expasuretto or es

beginS before they'. n even talk, so.it is .not surprising that a,s Y
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schema is acquired quite early. The schema goes through refineMent during

the elementary school years, with an 'increasing focus on internal goals

and responses. Several studies have provided evidence that children, as

well as adults, benefit from the organizing framework of the story schema..

Story grammars have 'been constructed to describe the schema and are useful

as an approach towards understanding the comprehension process. The grammars

offer a model of the strategies people might use when reading or listening

to.a story that enable them to encode information efficiently..

Conclusions:

What Can Researchers Tell Educators that the Don't Alread Know?

As e cautioned at the beginning- of the chapter, the relevance,of

many of these experiments to comprehension instruction is far from obvious;

nevertheless, we.claimed they were of practical' significance. We will

now defend this claim, but at the same time point out the limitations of

the research and directions for further study.

It is undoubtedly true that many orthe experiments we reviewed
N

simply confirmed what reading teachers have always known: under the right

conditions,, young elementary school children oan identify main ideas,

understand logical structure, make-. nferences, and use knowledge about

_fiestructure of stories. Perhaps teachers would feel gratified to know

that their intuitions and classroom observations have been supported

experimentally, but-they would probably prefer to be told something new.

Since the new information provided by these experiments lies primarily

their implica ions it will be helpful to make 'these :implications explicit.
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Of the skills we discussed, the ene most directly relevant to compre-

hension instruction is main idea identification. The experiments showed

that-regardless of age; children have better memory for important than

unimportant information in a passage. As we noted,,however, recall does

not necessarily reflect a6 ability to identify main ideas. The best way

to find out if. children can identify main ideas is to ask them directly,

ideally with the text available to minimize memory demands. Although

Brown and Smiley's (1977) JmpO Lance ratings were obtained in such a way,

the task complexity undoubtedly leclJO a low estimate of children's abilN

ties, Using a much simpler taSk, Danner (1976) found that second graders

could identify main'ideas with some success :,,HoWever, the passages- he used.

::Were so'short and simple thatthe-older children may have found them

insultingly' easy. (This prOblem can arise whenever there is a large age

range among subje materials that are the right level of complexity for

one:age group may not be appropriate for another.) -Thus, we do not have much

data on Older children's main idea-indentification skills with more chal-
,

leng ng passages. Moreover we do not knowhow Skill at identifying main

ideas -changes with age.

We-do-know that there are developmental differences in the types of

. informationchildren judge to be most important nstor es ein & Glenn,

1978). There are undoubtedly individual and cultural differences as well,

since everyone comes to the reading situation with different background

experiences. However the nature of the educational process requires that

such: differences be roiled' out, for students are expected to extract the

main ideas from their textbooks. just how children learn to identify this

normatively important information remains to be investigated.

4
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The research on children's understanding of logical structure has:

fewer parallels in educational practice than the main idea research.

Although children are_often asked to unscramble pictures or sentences to

create a logical story, there is ;iale attention devoted to teaching how

and why ideas within a passage are interconnected.

One reason for this lack of direct instruction may be that teachers

feel children already understand logical relat onshipsrby the time-. they

start to read. The research we reviewed demonstrates that preschoolers

are, in fact, sensitive to logical structure in oral and picture narratives.

The primary developmental difference in understanding logical structure

seems to be in the strategies that are available for dealing with dis-

organized passages (Poulsonet al. , in press; Stein, 1976, Stein &

Nezworskj, 1977; Handle 1978). Although we don't really know how these

strategies develop, experience alone must be an important factor.

view of the' ne easingly'dominant role of expository tex s in

the child's educational experience, further research on understan

expository text organization is needed. Although Danner's contribution 1

important, additional studies should extend his work using more compleA1/4

4
mater als. Such research would be valuable not only for comprehension

instruction, but also for Instruction in writing; children must-under-

stand logical organization in order; to write logically.organized prose.

The research we reviewed on inferences provides U- with little more

than the conclusion that children can draw inferences when asked questions

aboUt sentence triplts and simple stories. The extent to which children
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s ontaneouslv draw inferences remains an,empirical question, although there

issomevtdence that children will infer information that crucial

comprehension (Brown et al., 1977; Stein 6 Glenn, 1978).

Given the methodological problems, inherent in the inference research

the following generalizations hould be, regarded as tentative- There seems

to be no evidence of developmental change in children's abilities to make'

inferences from sentence or picture triplets (Paris & Carter, 1973; Paris

Mahoney, 1974; Keil et al., 1977). However, there were developmental dif-
r

ferences in making inferences from stories. Paris and Upton (1976) reported

that older children were better at making context inferences than

younger, and Stein and Glenn (1978) reported age differences in children's_

ability= o infer missing elements in a or.y These discrepant findings

may result from differences in the scope of the required:inferences. That

Is ,,inferences based=on the sentence sets could be made by considering two

simple sentences, Whereas with stories, inferences often dealt with the theme

of the story as a whole. Thus, younger children may have had diffiCulty

considering the many components of a story simultaneously; this conclusion

is supported by the fact that when the inferences dealt with specific words

and phrases from a story, the developmental differences were eliminated

(Brown of al., 1977; Paris & Upton, 1976)..

An important comprehension skill that we did not touch upon-in our

review of the literature, but which is related to inferencing, is the ability

to consider-new material in light of what is already known. Little or no

research has focused on this- higher level. aspect of comprehension (which some

do not consider to be comprehension pr se, 4_5 rather applying the, products
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of comprehension primarily because appropriate questions are difficult

to formulate and are rather subjective. Nevertheless, this skill, is crucial

in answering "application" and "integration" questions frequently encountered

on tests. Since even college students have difficulty with such questions,

it is unlikely that young children corissider incoming information with regard

to a broader Context of experience., By focusing too much on typical memory,

tests f learning' and' comprehension, such as free recall and recognition,

educators run the risk' of restricting student's intellectual creativity. ..

-Every teacher, for example, has probably encountered students who knew 'their

course material by heart but failed a test becauie they were required to do

come creative, integrative thinking.: (See Baker & Santa, 1977, and Baker,

Santa & Gentry, 1977; for empirical demonstrations of this pheMomenon ):

r
Though the necessity for. Such "transsituation I" comprehension increases as

children becoMe more involved in 'studying for content-courses, it is

probably never too early to introduce training.in this skill ; -.

The re=search dealing with children's understanding of story structu

showed that children do In fact know what kinds t-inforMaton-belong in

stories. Even four-Land five-yearolds are capable of constructing well7,

formed stories that include purposive behavior. The reseajch shows that

young children have excellent comprehension. of stories that conform to the

structi.:especified by'the scheMa. However, their comprehension isimpaired"

when stories deviate from the schema, and this impairment is greater than'-

that which'

opmehtal di

ccurs for older children and adults. Ohe source of this devel-
,

rnce is less familiarity with discrepant structures. Cie
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repealed experience with such stories allows one to Wild up strategies for .

dealing with them.

An important practical apOi'dation of this resear,h i to Ilse the story

. .

grammar as a model for construction of instructional materials. Many of the

materials currently prepared for beginning readers are sometimes little more

than strings of.sentences lacking the conflicts and geals that are such

crucial elements, of stories (Bruce, 197$). o wonder, then, thatmany

children regard reading as a boring task and pot worth the effort. However,

f stories were constructed to conforin'to a story-schema, not only would the

children find them more comprehensible, but hopeftilly they wOuld-discover

that reading can be intrinsically rewarding.

While it is important for biginning readers to enjoy reading, It is

also important tht they learn to read expo itory prose task that iS

usually not nearly as much 'fun. as reading a good story. Virtually all of

the experiments on-prose comprehension development have used stories as

stimulus mater als. One reason for this fodusis to maintain children's

interest in the task, but the primary advantage-of using stories is that

their ,structures can be,specified by story grammar analysis., Nevertheless,

researchers must also investigate expository comprehension, partreula ly in

children of the "transitional" period; third'an6lourth graders who. =

have mastered basic decoding skills'but=are not yet,fluent readers.

often,at.this time that reading problems become apparent, .both because of the

shift in emphasis from decoding to comprehension and because the child_en are

expected to deal with, expo 'tory prose in their social studies'and science

booki for the first time.
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Although there are undoubtedly= many commonalities underlying comprehen-

sion of stories and expositions, there ar

be explored. We know that children, under

also many differences which should

and .stories quite well at an early

age,yet-we do not.- know-how well they :understand expository prose.

possible we would find something akin to what,Piaget (1952) has termed .a

"horizontal-dgcalagen: °a; particular child may be quite capable of performing

'a certain mental-*Opera'tioh (i r., making an inference) with'a 'story, but not

with an expository text Similarly, as we suggested earlier, children may
r

understand logical structure in narratiVe before expository text. A number

of factOrs May'contribute,to this hypothesized -decelage, the most obviods

of which s the child's greater experience with stories. In addition,-

oriel have ahigher order structure specified by cultural conyentions,

while expository text structures are more variable. and ill - defined. Thus,

children. can use thei story schema' to enhance their story comprehension;

no such generic knowledge is available for expository'prose,

stories are more concrete, with events and characters that, the child can

identify with, through experience or imagination. Expository mate

on the other hand, is typically abstract, dealing with unfamiliar concepts

and':situations. ummary, since understanding is highly dependent on

prior knowledge and. experience, we should expect to find that young children

have better comprehension of narrative than expository prose.

Otir conclusion will conclude with a brief Introduction to a new area

of inveStigation, alluded to previously, that has important implications for

,educator metacognition.. etacognifion refers to the knowleage or awareness
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people have about congitive processes (e.g., memory, attention, comprehension;

communication). A number ofexperiments have shown that young children,

are deficient in a variety of metacogniti-ve skills 1975, and in press;
fi

Flavell,'1978; Flavell & Wellman, 1977); For example, we noted previously

that children seem to-lack metacognitive knowledge about importance cand

logical organization (Brown & Smiley, 1977; Danner 1976). But of more direct

consequence- to 'comprehension instruction is,the growing evidence that young

children. have poor "metacomprehension" skill- .that is, they do not always

know when they don't understand. A recent: study by Markman (1977) p ovides.

a'gooddemonstration of this Phenomenon. Children in grades 1-'3 were given

instructions on how to play a game or-perform a magic trick. in both

information was left .out that was critical to being able to follOw the

case-

instructions. After listening to'the instructions, the children were asked

a-series of questions designed to gettheM to indicate that they didn't

understand. The children were told that their help was needed in coming up

with good instructions, and that they should -let the-experimenter know- if

, something was omitted or wasn't clear.

The Older children asked questions much more readily than the younger,

-realizing that the instructions were incomplete. It was often not until the-
,

'graderS actually tried to carry. out,the instructions that they realized

they didn't understand. Markman concluded that this metacomprehension

failure occurred because first graders' did not-execute the instructions mentally

as they listened to them. Although their passive listening may have given them

a feeling of understanding, because they didn't actively evaluate=whether the
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instructions made- sense, they didn't know they- didn't underkand. n this

experiment; then,. children as young as third grade showed good metacOmpre-

Howev- when the task demands are more complex, even College'

'students are not very good at monitoring their comprehension (Baker, 1978

These data suggest that keeping track of the state of one's compre-

hension during reading may be crucial to comprehension. This.implies that
. -

poor comprehenders may benefit frommetacomprehension training. Further-.

more, i t suggests thatvether-than wait until Temediation is necessa

efforts should be made to teach metacomprehension skills in parallel with

.comprehension skills. .At .present, it seems that teachers do much.bf,the

metacognitive work for children (Wertsch, in press); the burden should be

sktfted-to the children themselves. Further research should reveal that.

increasing children' awa'reness of, their ongoing comprehension processes

will enhance their comprehension skills
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Table 1

Category Breakdown of a ell- ormed Story

Once there was a big grey fish named Albert

2. who lived in a big icy pond near the edge of orest

One day, Albert was swimming around the pond

when he:spotted a big juicy warm on top of the water

Albert knew how delicious worms tasted

and wanted to eat that one for his dinner

Attempt 7. So he swam very close to the

and bit into him

Consequence 9. Suddenly, Albert was pulled through the water into a boat

10. He had been caught by a fisherman

0

Redttion 11; Albert felt sad

12. and wished he had been more careful
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